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NATIONAL SECURITY COUNCIL
WASHINGTON, D.C. 2.0506

SECRET-/ SENSITIVE

MEMORANDUM OF CONVERSATION
PARTICIPANTS:

Han Hsu, Deputy Chief, PRC Liaison Office
in Washington
Shen Jo-yun, Interpreter
Winston Lord, Director, Policy Planning Staff,
Department of State
William H. Gleysteen, Deputy Assistant Secretary
of State for East Asian and Pacific Affairs
Richard H. Solomon, Senior Staff Member,
National Security Council

DATE, TIME,
AND PLACE:

September 4, 1975; 3: 00 - 3: 15 p.m.
Department of State

SUBJECT:

Timing of the Secretary's and President's
Visits to the People's Republic of China

Ambassador Han requested a brief appointment with Mr. Lord on this
date. He began the discussion by reviewing in detail the proposals
regarding timing of the Secretary's and the President's forthcoming
visits to Peking as were conveyed by the Secretary on August 12 and
via Mr. Lord by telephone on August 14. Han recalled that the dates proposed for the Presidential trip had been November 29 or 30, or December 1,
with perhaps a one or two day delay or advance of the date. He then
recalled that the initial proposal for the Secretary's visit had been
October 15 or 16, but that later this timing had been changed to
October 19 or 20, per Mr. Lord's telephone call. As with the Presidential
visit, it was indicated that there might be a one or two day delay or
advance of the Secretary's trip. Han also recalled that it had been proposed that the Secretary's visit be announced in mid-September.
Ambassador Han said that he now wished to give the PRC's reply to
these proposals.
Ambassador Han said that in principle the Chinese side agrees to the
plan envisaged by the U.S . side. He said that as to specifics, once the
U.S. decides on precise dates the Chinese side will give a specific
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response. He noted that the time periods we had proposed included a
range of as much as five to seven days, hence the Chinese side will await
an exact proposal.
Mr. Lord said that he would immediately report Ambassador Han 1 s
response to the Secretary, and that he appreciated the fact that the
Chinese side found these time periods convenient.
Ambassador Han then commented on the timing of the public announcement of the Secretary's visit. He noted that the U.S. side had suggested
a public announcement in mid-September. He said that the Chinese side
feels that this date would be too early. He noted that it was "usual practice"
that the Secretary's trips be announced about ten days before the visit was
to begin. He reemphasized that this was according to "usual practice. 11
Mr. Lord inquired whether the Chinese side had any views on the
length of either the Secretary's or the President's trips. He observed
that the U.S. side had envisaged about four days for each trip.
Ambassador Han replied that he had no instructions on this matter.

Mr. Lord then said that on the Secretary's instruction he would like
to convey to Ambassador Han some of the flavor of the Secretary's
recent Middle East trip. He said that the Chinese side was aware of
the results of the trip, that another interim step between Egypt and
Israel had been taken which would lead to the return to Egypt of
certain lands occupied by the Israelis. He said we believe this is a
positive development which will maintain the momentum toward a just
settlement in the region. The U.S. is planning to maintain a role in the
Middle East, and noted that the Chinese side has supported the U.S. role
in the negotiations.
Mr. Lord said that the U.S. had made it clear to all parties in the region,
not just the Israelis and Arabs, but all the Arab states, that this recent
agreement was just an interim step. The U.S. will sustain efforts to
promote a final settlement that will mean progress on all fronts.
Mr. Lord added that the Soviets were not happy with these developments.
He mentioned that the Ambassador might have seen public commentary
to this effect from the Russians. In addition, he added, the U.S . side had
recently received a rather sharp private message expressing Soviet
unhappiness with the new interim agreement.
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Mr. Lord commented that this was all he had to say on the Middle East
situation, but he did wish to underline that the U.S. would continue its
efforts in the region.
Ambassador Han thanked Mr. Lord for conveying the information
about the Middle East negotiations. He then initiated a discussion of
social invitations that the PRC Liaison Office had extended to Mr. Lord
and his family, and to Mr. Gleysteen and other Department officials.
There was a brief exchange on dates and guest lists for the dinners.
In conclusion, Ambassador Han indicated that he would be leaving
for Peking the day after tomorrow. Mr. Lord inquired how long he
would be away. Ambassador Han replied at least one month.
At this point the meeting concluded and Mr. Lord and his associates
escorted Ambassador Han and Miss Shen to the elevator.

Comment: In a review discussion of the Chinese response, it was agreed
that while the PRC reply on dates for the Secretary's and President's trip
superficially appeared to be positive, it did convey the peculiar impression
of an effort to keep the timing of the Secretary's visit from becoming public
as long as possible. While an interpretation of this impression was entirely
speculative at this point in time, it was considered possible that the Chinese
leadership might be distracted by growing political tensions, some of which
had become visible in PRC media at the beginning of September.
Mr. Lord dictated a briefing memo and comment to the Secretary on the
PRC response. The Secretary subsequently replied that the wished to
have the Chinese notified that October 19 was the specific U.S. proposal
for the date of his arrival in Peking, with November 30 the specific date
of the President's arrival. No proposal was made for the length of either
visit. Mr. Lord contacted the PRC Liaison Office by telephone to
convey these specific dates on September 5.
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THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

MEMORANDUM OF CONVERSATION

PARTICIPANTS:

See Attached List

DATE, TIME,
AND PLACE:

September 8, 1975; 4:15p.m. - 4:40p.m.
The Cabinet Room

SUBJECT:

Presidential Meeting with the Delegation of the
China Council for the Promotion of International
Trade

Before the metting began, as the press was taking photographs, the
President exchanged a few words with Mr. Hauge on the financial problems
facing New York City.
The President: Let me extend a warm welcome and regards to the delegation from the China Council for the Promotion of International Trade on
behalf of myself and the American people.
Mr . Li:

Thank you.

The President: I am very pleased to have this opportunity to meet with
your delegation. Your visit is very helpful in contributing to the norm alization of relations between our two countries. Of course, we want
normalization to continue based on the Shanghai Communique of 1972.
I am very pleased to see the growth in trade that has come with better
relations between our two countries-- of greater trade from the United
States to China, and from China to the United States. Of course, we do
recognize that this trade relationship is predicated on respect for
sovereignty, equality, and mutual benefit.
I recall with great pleasure the trip that I had to the People's Republic
of China in 1972. Congressman Boggs and myself spent ten days in your
country. I do hope you will extend to Chairman Mao and to Premier Chou
En-lai my very best wishes. I was very glad for the opportunity to have
met with the Premier and other leaders during my visit to China.
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I understand that following this meeting you and the delegation will tour
the White House, and that subsequently you have a tour of the United
States of approximately 18 days.
I am grateful to Mr. Hewitt and Mr. Phillips, and others of you for taking
the leadership in stimulating the trading relationship between China and
the United States.
I believe you will find on your trip a warm welcome from the
American people. After your trip through major parts of our country,
you will understand the warmth of the American people for the Chinese
people.
Mr. Li: Thank you. This is the third day of our arrival in this country.
We are most privileged to be received by Your Excellency. On behalf of all
members of the delegation of the China Council for the Promotion of International Trade, I extend you our thanks on behalf of the delegation. You
asked me to convey your regards to Chairman Mao and Premier Chou En-lai.
I will take these back with me, and also express thanks to you.
When w.I:. recall cur tradi~g relationship, after the s~gning of t.~e
Shanghai Communique in 1972, trade relations between our two coun~ies
have been developing. In actual volume, this trade is sometimes big and
sometimes smaller, but this is normal.
We come to your esteemed country with the feeling that we will develop
trade further.
I want to also take the opportunity to thank our friends of the National
Council for U.S.- China Trade for ar-ranging thi~ wonderful itinerary
for us. Already this morning we had an opportunity to exchange views
on various matters of mutual interest.
I am sure that our visit will increase mutual understanding and friendship,
and also help to develop trade.
The President: I am hoping to visit your country later this year. I look'
forward to the opportunity to meet with Chairman Mao and the Premier, but
also to visiting your country as well.
Mr. Li:

I am convinced that the visit of Your Excellency will be successful.

The President: During my trip to China I had a wonderful visit to Liaoning
Province, to Shenyang, Anshan, and also to Canton. It was a great visit,
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not only for the background it gave me on your country, but also for the
warm reception of the people.
Would anyone on the American side like to say something?
Mr. Hewitt: Thank you, Mr. President. Our organization has been in
existence for two years now. In November, 1973 a number of us here had
the privilege of visiting the People's Republic of China. As you know our
group-- the National U.S.- China Trade Council-- is a private trade
council, not a governmental organization. We are working with the China
Council for the Promotion of International Trade to do just that, to promote
trade between our two countries.
We share your view, Mr. President, that the development of trade helps
the development of relations between our two countries. On behalf of the
Council let me express appreciation for your having taken the time to meet
with the delegation from the China Council for the Promotion of International
Trade, and with us. Our meeting with you, and with Secretary Kissinger,
gives us an enormous boost for the efforts we are undertaking.
Although each of us here represent certain companies, bank~?, or law firms,
in a very real sense we represent American industries, financial firms and
law firms as a whole. We are not working for the benefit of any particular
firm or group.
It is our hope that our talks today and tomorrow will facilitate and help
promote trade exchanges and exhibitions between our two countries. This
can be accomplished if our two organizations work together.
The President (to Huang Chen):
add something?

Mr. Ambassador, would you like to

Ambassador Huang: Thank you, Mr. President, for taking the time to
meet with the delegation from the China Council for the Promotion of
International Trade.
(At this point the meeting adjourned.)
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Participants

U.S. Government
The President
Henry A. Kissinger, Secretary of State·
Brent Scowcroft, Lt. General, USAF, Deputy Assistant to the President
for National Security Affairs
Philip C. Habib, Assistant Secretary of State for East Asian
and Pacific Affairs
George Bush, Chief of the United States Liaison Office in Peking
Richard H. Solomon, Senior Staff Member, National Security Council
China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Delegation
Li Chuan, Leader
Tien Kuang-tao, Deputy Leader
Cheng Chi-hsien
Han Piao
Kao Feng
Ho Chi
Liu Shao-shan
Yeh Chung-chi
Han Li-fu
Wang Ken-liang
PRC Liaison Office Officials
Huang Chen, Chief of the PRC Liaison Office in Washington
Tsien Ta-yung, Political Counselor
Shen Jo-yun, Interpreter for the Ambassador
Huang Wen-chun, Interpreter for the Delegation
National Council for U.S . - China Trade Officials
William A. Hewitt, Chairman of the Board
Christopher Phillips, President
George Driscoll, Vice President
Eugene Theroux, former Vice President
Donald C. Burnham
William B. Graham
Gabriel Hauge
Joseph T. Kenneally
Kurt E. Reinsberg
Walter Sterling Surrey ·James Bish

THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

GONFIDE"NTIAI:.

MEMORANDUM OF CONVERSATION
PARTICIPANTS:

Senator Robert C . Byrd
Senator Sam Nunn
Senator James B. Pearson
Representative J-ohn B. Anderson
Representative John Slack
The President
Henry A. Kissinger, Secretary of State
Brent Scowcroft, Lt. General, USAF, Deputy
Assistant to the President for National
Security Affairs
William Kendall, Deputy Assistant to the
President for Legislative Affairs
Robert Wolthuis, Staff Assistant to Mr. Friedersdor
George Bush, Chief of the United States Liaison
Office in Peking
Richard H. Solomon, Senior Staff Member,
National Security Council

DATE, TIME,
AND PLACE:

September 8, 1975; 4:45- 5:10p.m.
The Oval Office

SUBJECT:

Congressional Report to the President Following
a Trip to the People's Republic of China

The meeting began with the President welcoming the delegation into the
Oval Office. He remarked that he had just been through a series of meetings
in the Cabinet Room, including a just-concluded session with a Chinese
trade delegation, hence he was glad to shift to the Oval Office.
The President indicated he would like to hear the delegation's impressions
of China. There was some commentary about trip reports. Senator Pearson
remarked that he had read most of the reports of the previous Congressional
delegations which had visited the PRC before he went to China, including: the
one written by Representatives Hale Boggs and Mr. Ford when they visited
China in 1972. Senator Pearson remarked that the Boggs/Ford report was
among the best he had read.
The President: On our trip we went up to Liaoning Province, Manchur·
Hale and I went to their big steel plant at Anshan. That is also a rice ,)eFiAI)>;.
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growing area. Hale was interested in their ;,t~riculture. No official
[American] visitors had ever bctm to that ar''~'\ before our trip. We were
up there when LhurricanD Agnes hit here. We read about all the hell it
did. It was a great trip.
Representative Anderson: Mr. President, let me say it was an honor
to have been named head of this delegation. My colleagues from the
House and Senate were a pleasure to work with· I can say that I don't
think we did any damage to Sino-American relations. although I don't
think we broke much new ground either.
I won't take your time to describe the various communes and factories
that we visited, although some of my colleagues might like to mention
some of the more interesting things we saW,
My impressions: There is no question in mY rnind that the Chinese take
a dim view of our detente with the Soviet Union. Some of the most
. trenchant remarks by the Foreign Minister • • •
The President:

Ch'iao Kuan-hua.

Representative Anderson:
by their obssessive fear of
men on the 1,200 kilometer
groups along the frontier.

He characteriz~d detente as a fraud. 'Ibis is offset
the Soviet Union.• They talked about a million
border, and Ru~~ian efforts to subvert minority
At the same tiro~;, they are interested in cultiva-

ting good relations with this country.
They did not press us on Taiwan. The Far•~ign Minister indicated that
we did not have a normal relationship, anc! there can't be one until ...
(Secretary Kissinger entered the ra"om and gt'eeted the Congressmen.)
Representative Anderson: There can't b~ a normal relationship 11because
11
of Taiwan. But he went on to say that our t"~;lations are normal. This
seems like a contradiction in terms.
Before we entered the country we had see-tl '/arious stories of factional s~rife
carried in the Western press. When we 1;;w.;i our meeting with their Vice
Premier. I asked him whether these stori.E':~ were true. His answer was
that those reports were false. He said rfi was the Chief of Staff of the Army
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and would know if they were true. George (Bush) of course had a
different interpretation of the situation ...
The President:

They just said everything was sweetness and light?

Representative Anderson: But despite our differences, which are great,
they are anxious to continue to have good relations with the United States.
We did ask about their plans for economic development, for investment
and trade, and got a long dissertati_on on the need for self-reliance. They
are interested, of course, in acquiring technology from abroad, but trade
will come slowly, eventually. There has been no great movement in two-way
trade. George tells me it will be down 50% this year. But it was a very
useful trip .

·

The President:

Is George behaving himself out there?

Ambassador Bush:

You can't do anything else out there but behave!

(Laughter)

Representative Anderson: The only discordant note in our discussion with
Te~g Hsiao-:p 'in_g was when he raised the issue of our cancelling the tour of
the Chinese art troupe. He said thatbecause we wouldn.'tlet their people
sing a song about liberating Taiwan the United States was not a free
society. He asked George about the situation. George said in very diplomatic fashion that he wished the issue could have been resolved by
comp:romise as had been the case of the dispute over the Philadelphia
Orchestra. Teng said he fully accepted George's comment. So you can
see what a fine job he is doing out there.
Senator Byrd: Mr. President, let me also say it was a privilege to make
this trip. We had a very congenial group; We were pleased that Geoge
Bush could sit in on our various meetings. Let me also say that Bill
Kendall, Oscar Armstrong, the doctor, and Terry Howe did a lot of good
work for the delegation.
These people (the Chinese) are determined to be self-reliant, self'contained, self-sufficient. They did not give us a snow job. They were
frank, charming, gracious -- and very tough.
I do not think we need to expect to sell them a 100 million automobiles
or refrigerators. Technology -- they are interested in some. Ther~ ·
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be some cultural exchanges. There could be. I think. some useful
exchanges in the medical area. I think we are on the road toward
improved contacts in this area.
As one who opposed the admission of Red China to the United Nations.
I must say I went there somewhat antagonistic. I came back impressed~-·-.-~ -.,.
They are a hard working people. They appear to have solved their
· · · -.~
food problem and appear to give their people a basic level of health care.
But they are paranoid about the Soviet Union. They don't see the U.S.
as a threat, or establishing hegemony in their area. Their military
posture is defensive. but they emphasize they will support oppressed
people around the world. They want us to pay more attention to the
Soviets. I foresee a future of mutual interest between ourselves and the
Chinese in opposing the nuclear and naval threat of the Soviet Union.
When Mao and Chou En-lai leave the seen, there will not be one person to
follow in their footsteps --there will be millions.
They are not a threat to our way of life.
countering the Soviet Union.

We have much in common:

Senator Pearson: On the issue of Taiwan, we agreed beforehand not to
bring the subject up. They did not -- other than the one reference to the
song_ issue.
Before we left, Secretary Kissinger met with us and made a comment about
the need for common security on the Korean Penisula. He made a very ·
powerful impression on us on this point, and so we raised this with the
Chinese. They indicated they will support efforts for the peaceful reunification
of Korea and said if there is any resort to military action it would come from
the South.
I got the impression that the power of the military has gone down since

1971.
We had a marvelous time. The only problem has been that since we've
gotten back my wife has been giving all the interviews and getting all the
publicity. (Laughter)
The President: When we were there we never seemed to meet the chairmen
of any of their so-called revolutionary committees -- we always met the vice
chairmen. We concluded that all the chairmen were mill.tary men and t
)
1
did not want us to meet the military.
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Senator Nunn: Mr. President, let me say it was an honor to have made
this trip. You have to experience China to really understand it. Robert
and John did a great job as leaders of the group.
The Chinese do not like developments in Portugal. They do not recognize
the Communist movement there; they see it as controlled by the Soviet
Union. They are not in favor of what is going on there.
I asked a_nuntber of questions about the border 6\rith the Soviet Unio~.
I asked to be taken there. While t}:la t did not happen, hopefully it will
make it easier for some future visitor to do so. In describing the Soviet
military threat along the border, they said that first of all it was a threat
to Japan, secondly a threat to the Up.ited States, and only last a threat to
China. They bend over backwards not to appear afraid of the Soviet Union.
They would say, "Let them come in and we will absorb them. We will give
them territory; let them come in! 11 This sounded very much like Chiang
Kai-shek's strategy for dealing with the Japanese.
I asked them whether they could assist us in the problem of our MIAs in ·
Vietnam. The Vice Premier said he would do all that he could, but then
went on to say that.they would not interfere with the internal affairs of
_,., ,anntJ?.er..nati&m •....I ..:v.iti>.v-t&:~<:i.s..ota.tement'as ·ha¥ing ·a ·hit of a ·positive ·element
in it.
I asked the people from the Institute Lhosting the delegatio!}!, having heard
about all the things going well for China, what might go wrong. The only
thing that they would say is that they must be alert regarding education and
indoctrination of the young people. They seem to have the same problems
as we have here in our country: the young people are forgetting the
problems that the country faced before so-called "liberation."
Representative Slack: It was my impression that they Lthe Chines~/
have reached a certain plateau. Now they have to offer their people something more. It is always human nature to want something more.
One observation: It appeared to me that on every opportunity they had
they would say they could not thank the United States and Russia enough
for having educated them on the value of a policy of self-reliance.
Senator Byrd: Mr. Presi~ent, let me just add one small footnote. Those
people are building tunnels in every city. They would say that if the
Russians invade Peking they had better be prepared to fight for 20 or 30
years. Their attitude is that if the Russians start a war, China i . ~ Y
let them in and then close the door on them.
",'V
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On Diego Garcia, their position was that they were against the establishment of any foreign bases, but that they are realistic. They hope that
Japan will continue to have good relations with the United States. They
said that Japan should have as its number one friend the U.S.
They don't seem to anticipate great, spectacular moves with us. I believe
our relations with China will develop slowly. If you visit there and there
is no resolution of the Taiwan problem, they indicated that would be okay.
Our policy, it seems to me, should be one of making efforts to improve our
relations but not to appear in a hurry or eager. Things will develop slowly,
but they ought to come.
The President: I recall an interesting six-hour meeting we had with
Chou En-lai. We had a late night dinner, and Chou graciously suggested
to Lindy and Betty that they could leave if they were tired. This was so
that we could have a chance to talk. We went on until 3:00a.m. talking
back and forth through an interpreter. We talked about the favorable
prospects for the SALT I agreement. They discounted it. I asked Chou·
whether the Soviet Union as a result of SALT I would reduce their defense
budget. Chou, before my remark had been interpreted, said, "Never,
never, never ,·n and to emphasize ·his ·point pounded one fist into the other.
Representative Anderson: The interpreter I had never volunteered any
information on any subject, but on that subject, the prospect of concluding
another SALT agreement, he really pumped me for all that he could get.
They are intensely interested in that situation.
Secretary Kissinger: They do not like any agreement that we make with
the Soviets. They want an irreconcilable conflict between ourselves and
the Russians. Our job is to keep them both off balance. We don't want
the Soviets to swallow them, as that would upset the world balance. But
basically they want an irreconcilable conflict between the Russians and
ourselves, this is their secret dream. They scream about every agreement·
vie try to reach with the Soviets, but then move with us after we do.
The President: I remember a visit to a jeep factory. This was almost
a tinker toy operation. They were producing vehicles basically on our
ovvn design, with a standard shift. They let me take one out on the road
for a mile or so. It seemed to work pretty well, although it was far less
sophisticated an operation than we have in Detroit.
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Senator Byrd: I will put my money on the long run development of ,
China rather than the Soviet Union.
The President: I was certainly impressed with the degree of individual
effort and discipline.
Secretary Kissinger: In 20 years, if they keep developing the way they
have, they could be a pretty scary outfit.
The President:

Where did you go!

Senator Byrd:

Peking, Sian, Kweilin.

Senator Nunn:

There seemed to be more soldiers near the border area.

Representative Anderson: George and I went up atop the old Shanghai
Mansions building to look out over the Whang Pu River. When we were up
there we saw these fellows in white coats and trousers lying on a roof. One
of the interpreters seemed embarrassed that we had noticed them. It turns·
out that they were the waiters in the hotel who are in the militia doing a kind
of dry run target practice. If the Russians attack them there will be a lot of
, Chines-e~fur"them to· -contertd·with.
The President:

What did you fly in?

Representative Anderson:
bought some years ago.

A Trident, one of the British jets that they

The President: When we were there we flew in an old chugger of an
aircraft, I think an early British model. It was nicely appointed, but
not very up to date. What kind was it? I think a Viscount.
Well, I really appreciate your coming in to share your impressions of
the country.
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Hy Heeting \vi th Ambassador Huang,
Saturday, September 20, 1975, 7:10 - 7:50 pm
Per your instructions I went over to see Ambassador
Huang this evening on a personal basis, having asked for
the appointment earlier in the day on this basis. Also
present were Counselor Tsien, and the two interpreters,
Mrs. Shen and Hr. Yang. ·.The Ambassador was extremely
cordial from th~ outset and talked about my having seen
Chairman Mao several times, the Chinese Moon Festival
today (he gave me moon cakes for my family), my long
working hours and my family.
After tea and snacks were
set before us,_ I made my presentation informally without
notes. · It was almost verbatim as follows:

Secretary Kissinger has asked me to see·the Ambassa-dor on a personal basis.
I am talking to him as an
old friend and colleague in the joint enterpiise of
our t\vO countries since the early days of 1971.
The Chinese side may have noticed a malicious article
in the London Daily Tele~raph of September 15. The
article, of course, totally misrepresents the position of the U.S. government, and the Secretary pers_onally.
There have been other suggestions of possible Chinese
reserve toward the Secretary, which we are not sure
we should give credence to. This is not important
personally, but since our policy is being carried
forward by those who initiated it, he wanted to make
clear once again his views on our overall policy.
The Secretary is not a sentimental man but it is
fair to say that based on his personal experiences,
as well as his view of the world and of history,
.no policy is more important to him than our re~
~'.~ ~
with China.
( '-~_ ""' "'\
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We are aware, as you must be, that some people are
not happy about the new and constructive relationship of our two countries established with the
Shanghai Communique.
Indee~, your Northern Neighbor
for one appears to be taking more active measures
to sow distrust and undermine the confidence we
have established. Our sources tell us, for example,
that this article may reflect Soviet machinations.
Despite the different strategies our two ·countries
have adopted for dealing with the problem of hegemony,
we believe the common problem we share in this regard
is as real as ever. We have always acted firmly when
required. We have never had any illusions about the
possible aims of the Soviets; and you will have noted
a heightened critical spirit in our public debate on
questions relating to the Soviet Union.
I know that the Secretary looks forward to briefing
the Foreign Minister on the results of Mr. Gromyko's
current visit to Washington, and giving your government our current evaluation of Soviet intentions and
capabilities.
In addition, the Ambassador will have noticed the
progress we have made in various foreign policy areas
in recent months. This includes the new Middle East
agreement, about which Moscow is not ecstatic; greatly
strengthened relations with Europe and Japan; a more
promi~ing situation in Portugal; and progr~ss with
the Congress on such issues as aid to Turkey and·
Jordan.
Finally, let me reiterate that the Secretary has
asked me to relay to you these thoughts in order
to underscore the continuity of our policies and
the importance we attach to further developing our
ties with your country.
In this regard we look forward to the series of meetings he and the President
will be holding with your leaders this fall.

I

All the Chinese listened very intently and the interpreters took careful notes. The Ambassador on a couple
of occasions checked something with Tsien. For example,
the latter confirmed the Ambassador's recollection of the
newspaper article when I first mentioned it.
SBCRE'f'/SENS.ITIVE
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After hearing my presentation, the Ambassador spoke
informally for ten to fifteen minutes along the following
lines:
Thank you very much for coming here on a personal
basis and giving us this information.
We have read a brief account of that newspaper
article and paid no attention to it. As we have
said on many occasions, the Western press is very
unreliable and we take no account of it~

·-·.

.:.;.

:

:::-:

--~-.;

~-- -~- --~

As we have said many times, President Nixon showed
great_ courage in_ opening up __re],ations with us.
Secretary Kissinger, ·too, has been ~ery helpful in
carrying out this policy. -- ·. --As our·leaders have-said, our relationship is set
out in the Shanghai-Communique. So far progress in
developing our relations has been satisfactory on
the whole.
The future development of our relations
depends on earnestly carrying out the principles of
the Shanghai Communique. As the two sides have
agreed, the part about hegemony is the key section.
Thus, while our two countries have many differences,
there are also many common points.

·-.- i

As you have said, Secretary Kissinger and our Foreign
Minister will be meeting soon~ And President Ford
and the Secretary will be talking with our leaders,
including Vice Premier Teng. And they will be discussing these issues.
With respect to the Middle East,· as we have told you
on many o6casions, it is important that you deal
with the Arabs as well as the Israelis~
It is true
that the Soviets don't like what you are doing.
The Ambassador closed by saying that he was talking
to me as an old friend and that this personal conversation
was "in the family." He thought that this conversation
was helpful. He then asked his colleagues if they had
any views to express; perhaps he had neglected a part of
my presentation. They didn't have anything to add.
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There was then further small talk, including ihe fact
that I was returning to the office to work on your UN
speech and that I was taking my son to the Redskins opening
game the next day. They plied me with moon cakes, egg rolls
and tea -- and stopped me from leaving a couple of times.
'

Comment:
I think this was a useful gesture and foreshadowing of our upcoming series of talks with the Chinese.
As you said, they may have felt somewhat neglected recently.
There were, of course, no illusions on either side that
this was just a personal conversation. Ambassador Huang
is on a tight leash, and therefore would not have been
reassuring about our policy and you personally unless these
were clearly established policy lines. The general pitch,
and their reference once again to President Nixon, suggests a continuing wait-and-see attitude on President Ford.
The Ambassador singled out the Soviet factor, though he
·--- -· ..
also mentioned the Shanghai principles in general, which
normally refer to the Taiwan question as well. While he
specifically mentioned Chairman Mao in our opening small
talk, the only Chinese leader he mentioned during his
presentation (except for the Foreign Minister) was Teng.
This certainly underlines Teng's authority once again, but
I can't judge whether this might have been a suggestion
that Mao and/or Chou might not receive either you or the
President.
The atmosphere throughout was extraordinarily
friendly.
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ACTJON ~!MORANDUMI
IUIJECTJ PRC ,ROT!ST OVIR T!8!TAN ACTtVtTtES IN
THI US (liS N0 1 1511581)
TAGII

FOR TH! I!CRITARV ,ROM !A ! PH!~!P C~ HA!I8
l

1

1

TH! PROII.IM

PRCI.O ~AI ASKED US TO "BANW TH! QF,ICE 0, Tl8!; IN
NEW VO~K C!TY AND TO P~IVENT ~ 'I.ANN!D US TOUR BY A
Tl!ITAN SONG AND DA Cl TROUPE, TH!R! ARI NO LEGAL GROUNDS
,0_ TAKING THill IT!PS, W! PROPOII TO T!LI. PRCI.O THIS,
WHll.! NOTING, tF YOU AGREE, THAT W! AR! ~ ISCOURAGING EF,ORTS
TO HAY~ TH! DALAl LAMA VISIT THE Ul, A DECISION !S URGENTLY
N!!D!D, 8!CAUSI I MUST D!Clpl ON VISAS ,OR TH! SONi AND
DANC! TROUP! BY IIPT!H8!R 25.
21

SACKGROUNO/ANALYIII

PRCI.O COUNIILOR HIIIH CHfl~M!l CA~LID ON 8!~L G~!YST!EN
AUGUST 8 TO '"OTIIT TH! ACTlVtTI!S 0, TH! O''Xe! O' TtBET
IN N!W YORK CITY~ H£ AIK!D US TO "BAN" TH! O,,IC! ANO
,R!V!~T IT FRO
!RINGING A Tli!TAN SONG AND DANCI IRDU~
TO TH! Ul FO~ 'lRFORMA~C!I~ HSI!H STATIO THAT US •CON•
NIYANC~J IN THI ACTIYITt!S O' THE "Tti!TAN REI!I.S" XN THIS
COUNTR¥ ll CONTRA Y TO THE I'IR!T OF TH! SHANGHAI COM•
MUN1QUI 1 • H!' A~IO NOTID THAT WE HAD NIVER RESIIONO!D TO AN
EAR~%!~ IIRCLO IIROTIST CONC!RNtNG TMi T!8!TAN OFF%C! ON
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WOULD ~00~ INTO TMI M.TTIR 1 NOTID
ON Ul IY OUR CONITtTUTJDNA~ AND
ITRUCTUNI AND ,~OM!IID A ~!,LY IMORTL¥~

THI TJ ITAN

O~'ICI MAl II!~ ~IGIIT!~!O WITH TH!
DI,ART~INT 0~ JU TtCI IINC! i183 AI THI Ul R!,RII!NTATIV!

0' THI DALAl LAMA, TH! O'PZC! II IN 'U~L COM,LIANCE WITH
THI '" YIIIONI
THI 'ORI!BN AIINTI ~lltiT~AT!DN ~CT,
AND WI HAYI NO LIIAL IAI!S 'OR ,ORCINI IT TO CLDI!,

0'

Ml ALl

LACK IATII,ACTOR¥ I"OUNu4 . UNOIR TMI IM~liRATION
AND NATIONALITY AC' 'OR 01~¥JNG 'IZSAI TO THE TIIITAN
.ONI A~D OANCI TROU'It TMI TR0 ¥ ~1 II COMJNI UNDIR
COMMIRCIAL I'ONIORIHI~ ,OR A US TOUR RUNNINI ,ROM
OCTOIIR I•NOYI R 18,
MO~IOY!R,
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TROU'I COU~D R!IULT JN ~IIA~ 1 CHALL!NIII TO OUR ACTIONS
AND AROUII ADVIRII 'UILICITY 1

IN A RI~ATID MATTIR 1 NIA MAl R!C!NT~Y IIIN 'N'O~M!O 0'
RINIW!D AM!RICAN I TIR!IT IN I~INt!NG TH! DALAl LAMA TO
THII COUNT~¥, TH!I T!MI 'DR A R!LIIlOUS CON,!N!NCI IN
OCTOIIR 1
YOU MAVI JUIT '''ROY!D DU~ . R!COMM!NDAT!ON THAT W!
IN,ORM CONI~IIIMAN I!NIMAM 1 WHO RAII!D TMI QUIITION !N
CONNICTION MITH TM!I CON,!R!NCI, THAT WI 00 NOT B!LI!Y!
THAT IT WOULD II A~~RO~RlATI '0~ TMI DALAl ~AMA TO VII!T
THI Ul AT THII TIMI 1 YOU '''ROY!O IJ"IL~~ ACTION LAIT
¥1AR IN RllltONII TO AN UN~!LATIO INQUIRY,

WHILI WI ARI NOT IN A 'OIJT!ON TO II RII,ONI!Y! TO TMI
CMIN!If lt~OTIIT, WI IILJIV~ TMAT IT WOU~D 81 UII,UL:. TO
TILL THI CHIN!II AT T~ll T!M! 0' OUR .,,ORTI TO 0%1•

~g~:·:~.: ;~:~~VI~,T=~Ng:L~J ~:~~~LLM'::v~~~~:::~~M~:

WI
MUIT I! 'RI'A~IO TO RlllfT,ALL !''ORTI TD liT Ul TO CMANI£
OUR 'DLZC¥ ON IUCH A YllfT.

IIMCI TMI OA C! TROU,III YJIA A''~ICATION. R!IUIRI '~OM'T
ACTION, WI 'ND,OII THAT IJLL ILIYITI!N CALL IN HIJIH AND
MAKI THI 'O~LOHINI 'DINTia
•• YOU WILL "ICALL THAT IN OUR D!ICUIIION ON AUGUST 8 I
MINTJON!D THAT W! COULD ONLY ACT WITHIN TH! 'RAM!WORK D'
IIINIII'I'I
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OUR

CONITtTUTtONA~

AND

~EGAL

STRUCTUREJ

·~· WE HAYI lNYIITlGAT!O THE SITUATION AND 'OU~D
O'~IC! 0' Tl!IT %1 D'!RATING %N ACCORDANCE WITH

THAT THI
THE
PRCY!StDNI 0, TH! PORE!GN AG!NTS R!&tSTRAT%0 1 ACT, AND
THAT TWIR! 18 NO ~!GA~ wAy POR Ul TO ,ORCE lT TO CEASE
ACTIVITI!S,
·- TH! PRC 1%0! IHOU~O NOT!,,HOWIYER, THAT R!lt$TRATION
WITH THE USQ 00!1 NOT CO' TtTUTE APPROVAL, AND THAT OUR
LAM R!QUIRII ALL PO~!TICAL 'ROPAGANDA PUILIIHID 8V SUCH
0RSAN%!ATIONI AS THE O,F!C! OP TtB!T TO CARRY AN EXPLICIT
STATIM!NT TO THAT !PPEeTr
~· I%M!LARLYt WE HAY! NO L!;AL BASIS ,OR SLOCK!NI' THI
TOUR OP TMI TIIITA~ SONG ANO DANCE GROUP, WHICH W!
UND!RSTA~D II CO~ZNG UNOIR COMM!RC!AL AUIPtC!S POR A
81Rl!l O' CULTURA~ P!R,OR~ANC!I 1

!, VOU AGR!I, IL!VIT!EN WOULD ADO THAT ALTHOUIM WE ARE
UNAIL! TO MilT THE CHINESE R!QU!STS lN THESE CASIS, WE
HAYI ATTIMPT!O TO DZSCOU~AG! S!Y!RA~ US G~OUPS WHICH ARE
0~ HAY, 8!!N SNT!RIITED !N BRING!NG THE DALAl LAMA TO
TH! US,
3,

R!COMMINDATlONII

THAT v~u AUTHORl%1 A R!PLV TO THE CHIN!S! PROT!If
TH! AB~VE LtN!S,

A~ONI

APPROYf!
DISAIIP"OV!
THAT YOU ALID AUTHOR!%! US TO TILL TH! CHINES! THAT W! ARE
OIICOU"AilN; PRIVATI US !FFDRTI TO 8RlNG THI DA~AI LAMA TO
THI us:

APfiROY!
DISAPP•OVI
C~!A~!p WtTH !AIINii
' ' MR. ' SISCO,
INII!RIOLL
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PRC Protest over Tibetan Activities in the US (S / S & 7518580)
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SECST;\ TE Washington I JVIMEDIATE
SEC1D 13010
EX DIS

Di.str:
S/S

REF: 1DSEC 130029.
FOR HABIB FROM ADA1v1S
1. Secretary authorizes a reply to the PRC protest along the

lines you recommend in paragraph two REFTEL.
2. Secretary also approve s informing the PRC that v.,re are
discouraging private US efforts to bring Dalai Lama to the U.S.
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SUoJF.CT: TENG HSIAO•PING ON THE TAIWAN
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ISSU~

WELLINGTON 2744

1. ACCO~OING TO NOTES PROVIDED TO US BY NEW ZEALAND
EMBASSY , VICE PREMIER TENG HS!AO IPI NG IS REMAR~S ON
SEPTEM8ER 5 TO ~E~ ZEALAND JOURNALISTS I NCL UDED THE
FOLLO I ~G SUGGESTION Of A CAUSE"AND•EFFECT REL~TIO~SHIP
BETWEEN u.s. ACCEPTANCE OF CHINA'S THREt CO~DIT!ONS
FOR NOR ALIZATION AhO A PEACEFUL SETTLEMENT OF THE
TAIWAN ISSUE: "CHIN4 HOPED TO SETTLE TrlE TAIWAN
QUESTION RY PEACEFUL MEA~S 0~ THE BASIS OF THE
IMPLE MENTA TION Of THE.~ . THREE pOINTS . IF IT WAS NOT
POSSIBI..£ TO SETTLE THESE THR EE POP-ITS , NOr· ·P f.ACEFUL.
HE 1' N s c oUl o N oT £' E RuL Eu auT • "
NE w z ELA"J o ~ M B ~ s s y
SPECULATES THAT TENG MAY H~VE I NTENDED T" IMPLY THAT
IF THREE CONDITIONS WERE MET , PEACEFUL SETTLEMENT COULD
BE GUARANTEEO . INTRIGUI NG AS TENG'S kEMARKS ARE, ~E
ARE NOT INCLINED TO READ THAT MUCH I NTO ThE M. BUT
AS!UE FROJ.: Tt1ElR Uf.lPIG GOO!:' CHINESE PR, IT I~ CO~JCEIVABL.E
THAT TENGIS REMARKS MIGHT HAVE REFLECTED DISCUSSION
\'1 I THI N THE LEA 0 E.R SHI P AS 0 UT A FaR t1U LA RESf' 0 NS I VE I N
SOME (THOUGH PROBABLY INADEQUATE) DEGREE TO lJ.s. CO NCERNS ,
HOWEVf.R, Tf.NG OIO NOT USF. A SIMILAR LIN~ IN HIS S~PTEMBER 20
TALK WITH HEATH CPEKI~G 18\9) 1 AND IN ANY CASE HIS
REPORTED REMARKS TO THE NfW ZEALANDERS STOPPEn WELL
CDNFIOE~Tl~
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SHORT , AS ONE MIGHT EXPECT, OF SUGGESTING ThAT CHINA
WOULD AE PRtPARED TO PLEDGE A PEACEFUL SETTLEMENT IN
EXCHANGE FOH U, s. ACCEPTANCE OF THE THREE CONDITIONS ,
2,

RELEVANT SECTION OF THE MEMcON FOLLOws ,

TENG WAS ASKED TO DISCUSS CHINA ' S RELATIONSHIP
WITH TH~ UNIT£D STATES, PARTICULARLY TAKING INTO ACCOUNT
THE UNITED STATES POSITION ON T~IWAN •• HOW WAS THIS PROBLEM
TO BE RESOLVEO AND WHEN1 IN REPLY, TENG "DESCRIBtO
THE OUESTION AS COMPLEX. THE FACT THAT RELATIONS
BETWEEN CHINA AND THE UNITED STATES HAD NOT ~~EN
NORM~LIZEO WAS ENTIRELY OUE TO THt TAIWAN PROBLEM ,
THE SHA NGHAI COMMUNIQUE PROVIDED IN PRINCIPLE FOR
THE SETTLEMENT OF THE TAIWAN QUESTIO~ , RtLATION~ COULD
NOT 8E NORMALIZED WIThOUT, FIHST, THE ABROGATION OF THE
u. s, DEFfNSE TREATY WITH TAIWAN; SECOND, THE WITHDRAWAL
OF ALL U,S, THOOPS-•4,~00 CSIC) REMAIN AT PHESENT1
AND THIRn, TH~ SEVERl~G OF AMERICAN DIPLOMATIC RELATIONS
WITH TAIWAN . IF THE UNITEO STATES MET THOSE THREE
CQ~JO t TI O~'S THE ISSUE OF TAI W
AN ~OU LL) BE Ti-~E AT£0 TOTALLY
AS AN I NTERNAL AFFAIR, THE MODALITY AND T~ E TIMING
Of TAI WAN 'S RfTURN TO C~I~A ~EHE ENTIRELY CHI ~A IS
INTER NAL AfFAIR . NO OTHER COUNTRY HAD THE RIGHT TO
INT E~FERE ,
CHINA HOPED TO SETTLE THE TAI~AN GUESTION
BY PEACEFUL MEANS ON THE BASIS OF THE IMPLEME~TATION
OF THE ABOVE T~HEE POINTS, If IT WAS NOT POSSIBLE TO
IMPLF.MENT T~ESE THREE POINTS, NuN-PEACEFUL MEANS
COULD NOT SE HU LED OUT , IN ANY EVENT, IT WAS AN INTERNAL
AFFAIR, IF THE UNITED STATES ACCEPTED THE THREE POINTS
THE TAIWAN QUESTION WuULO BE SETTLEU HV TH~ C~INESE
PEOPLE THEMSELVES-"
BUSH
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